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Abstract.

Banded gneisses within the Randesund area, southeastern Xor

way show evidence of the control over their presently observable banding by
original supracrustal stratification. Most of these banded gneisses appear to
be essentially isochemically metamorphosed supracrustal rocks;

some also

exhibit the results of chiefly chemical metamorphic differentiation; some bands
have undergone marked cataclasis;

some bands contain potassium feldspar

grains at least some of the constituents of which have moved into their present
relative positions since the original supracrustal materials were deposited;
and, some bands possibly have undergone at least partial anatexis and gained
local mobility during their histories. Nearly all the gneisses show evidence of
having undergone structural deformation with formation of features generally
considered to represent "flow zone" conditions.
Especially note;.vorthy parts of this paper so far as general petrologic consi
derations are the discussion and partial checking of certain aspects of the
validity of the BARTH two-feldspar geothermometer and the trace element ana
lyses of amphibole-rich bands of the Randesund area gneisses. It is concluded
that

although certain

aspects of the thermometer's validity need further

checking that it is of great use so far as determining at least local relative
temperatures at \Yhich equilibrium last existed between the feldspar phases.
Also, trace element studies such as those made appear to offer a means of pos
sibly determining origins of diverse amphibole-rich rocks within some given
metamorphic facies of certain areas.
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Introdu cti on
GENERAL STATEMENT

Many areas, especially of the southern Fennoscandian Precam
brian Shield, have been mapped geologically as being underlain by
"banded gneisses" .1 In accompanying texts the rocks have been
termed not only banded gneisses but also such things as arterites,
venites, phlebites, stromatites, veined gneisses, composite gneisses,
mixed gneisses, permeation gneisses, injection gneisses, and banded
migmatites.
Chiefly because some of these gneisses contain bands of granitic
or near-granitic composition the rocks have gained prominence in
the petrological literature concerned with the problems of how gra
nites may be formed. This prominence has been both unwarranted
and unwise because of the fact that none of these gneisses has been
studied intensively in both the field and the laboratory by any one
geologist. In an attempt to remedy this situation banded gneisses
which are especially well exposed in the Randesund area of southern
Norway were studied in detail both in the field and the laboratory.
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1

Although band(ed,

etc.)

is a two-dimensional designation, banded gneiss

is too ingrained in geological literature to be changed merely for the sake of
etymological correctness. The form band to designate a ''unit" of a banded
gneiss is also used.
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MISCELLANY

Definitions subscribed to so far as this study of banded gneisses,
criteria used to distinguish among possible modes of formation, and
a review of some of the most important previous literature concerned
with banded gneisses are given in another paper (DIETRICH, 1959c).
The classification suggested in that paper is repeated below for easy
reference:
Relict
Igneous banding
flow
differentiation
segregation
Supracrustal stratification
Composite
Migmatization
lit par lit injection
differential melting
Permeation
hydrothermal activity
pneumatolysis
molecular and ionic diffusion
}vi etamorphically Differentiated
Mechanical redistribution
Chemical redistribution
Eclectic
Combination processes.
Randesund area, southern Norway
GENERAL STATEl\IENT

The Randesund Area is located between Kristiansand and Lille
sand in southeasternmost Norway. The most recent interpretation
of the geologic setting of the area has been given by DIETRICH (1959a).
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Briefly and incompletely, the interpretation is: the banded gneisses
are part of the socalled Bamble formation, chiefly metamorphosed
supracrustal rocks, of the southern Norway Precambrian "complex" ;
the gneisses are highly folded and locally are closely jointed; and,
they comprise part of a large fault block the overall movement of
which was such that the granitic gneisses -- commonly referred to
as granitized Telemark formation - which crop out northwest of the
fault zone (i.e., across Topdals River-Fjord from the Randesund Area)
are possibly similar to the rocks that underlie the banded gneisses.
These and similar banded gneisses of southern Norway have been
interpreted previously as injection gneisses (C. BuGGE, 1917, pp. 87
-91; HOFSETH, 1942, p. 28; J. BUGGE, 1943, pp. 25-26; BARTH,
1945, pp. 3-7), "solid residues after a differential re-fusion with
subsequent squeezing out of the pore liquor thus formed" ( BARTH,
1933, pp. 308-309); the slightly to moderately granitized rocks of
the border zone of a highly granitized zone ( BARTH, 1947, pp. 9-10),
gneisses the banding of which may represent primary stratification
(J. BuGGE, 1943, p. 25), and gneisses the banding of which was for
med as the result of metamorphic differentiation (J. BuGGE, 1943,
pp. 27-36).
PETROGRAPHY

Although cursory examination of the Randesund Area banded
gneisses could easily lead to the misconception that they consist of
alternating granitic and amphibolic layers, actually they are comprised
by many diverse lithologies which occur as alternating light and dark
bands that range from a few grains to a few meters thick and up to
10's of meters in observable lateral extent. Lithological diversities
and at least a suggestion of the range in band thicknesses are evident
on Table I and Figures 3 and 4.
The section described was chosen because it was the best exposed,
readily accessible, unweathered section within the area at the time
of the field investigations. The pictured specimen and outcrop are
typical of banding subject to photographic presentation. The relatively
broader bands (Fig. 3) grade thicknesswise, upwards to individual
units of general overall similar characters that may be indicated on
relatively large scale maps - see, for examples, the meta-arkose and
amphibole-rich foliate units on the BuGGE-DIETRICH map (DIETRICH,
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op. cit., Figure 1). Some thin bands are literally a few mineral grains
thick but, nonetheless, because even these bands are recognizably con
tinuous over distances measurable in meters they constitute banded
gneisses which are quite distinct from what are usually termed gneisses
(unmodified). (see Fig. 4).
As is evident from the described section, some of the "bands" as
listed actually consist of numerous thinner bands - in general, the
description was framed so that band groups with overall similarities are
listed as one band (e.g., band no. 7 actually consists of 25-30 recog
nizable bands but all are similar and quite different megascopically
from the overall lithologies of band units nos. 6 and 8).
Table 1.
Section (WNW to ESE) across banded gneiss exposed in the small roadside
quarry and adjacent cuts on the north side of the road a few meters west of
the bridge across Fidjekilen Fjord and approximately 4.5 km. 5.70° E of
Kristiansand. (Colors are those of Goddard et al. chart - 1948) .
Approximate
thickness, cm

l)
2)
3)

7.5
12.
1.5

4)
5)

2.
1. 5

6)
7)

13.

8)
9)

5.
16.

10) 1

8.

11 ) l

3.

2.

1
2.

General Description

medium dark gray biotitic feldspar-bearing actinolite-rich gneiss
grayish pink granitic gneiss with grayish black biotite-rich partings
dark greenish gray chlorite-actinolite schist with central 4 mm
pinkish gray granitic band
pinkish gray biotitic feldspar-bearing foliated quartzite
grayish olive green schistose epidote-bearing chlorite schist with
foliation at an angle to banding
pinkish gray magnetite-bearing feldspathic schistose quartzite
overall light

brownish gray subvitreous conchoidal feldspathic

quartzite with bands as thin as l mm marked by diverse relative
concentrations of quartz, feld:spar, and mafic minerals; most thin
bands are grayish moderate orange pink and light gray
greenish black chlorite-bearing amphibolite
light gray and light brownish gray subvitreous conchoidal feld
spathic quartzite similar to no. 7 but with two approximately l cm
thick grayish to moderate orange pink feldspar-rich bands with
biotite rich selvages ( < l mm thick)
light and pinkish gray subvitreous feldspar-bearing quartzite with
several less than l mm thick discontinuous bands relatively rich
in biotite and(or actinolite and sporadic muscovite
dusky yellowish green epidote-rich quartzite with local lenses of
moderate orange pink feldspar-rich quartzite

Specimens chemically analyzed - see Table IL
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12)1
13)
14)
15)
16)

17)

18)
19)
20)
21)

22)

grayish black actinolite gneiss with sporadic 2 �4 mm thick greenish
black bands
0.8 grayish olive green chlorite schist
5.
pinkish gray to light brownish gray laminated subvitreous feld
spar-bearing quartzite similar to no. 7.
11.
dark gray quartzite with approximately l mm thick bands marked
by abundant magnetite andjor other mafic minerals
18.
overall pinkish gray feldspar-bearing foliated subvitreous gray
feldspar-bearing foliated subvitreous quartzite with marked color
banding (e.g. medium light to medium gray, grayish orange pink,
light greenish gray, and greenish black) , chiefly dependent upon
diverse quartz-feldspar ratios; a few up to 5 mm thick pure color
less to smoky quartz bands
17.
brownish gray, pinkish gray, and light greenish black banded sub
vitreous conchoidal feldspar-bearing quartzite with sporadic relict
crossbedding
12.
brownish gray subvitreous feldspar-bearing banded quartzite similar
to no. 7 and with numerous l �4 mm thick nearly pure feldspar bands
grayish black actinolite gneiss with central 2 mm thick quartz band
7.
3.5 pinkish gray granitic gneiss
6. 5 cve::all brownish gray vitreous conchoidal feldspar-bearing quart
zite similar to no. 7 and marked color banding (e.g. orange pink ,
dark gray, grayish pink, and greenish gray) chiefly dependent upon
diverse feldspar to quartz ratios; a few l �2 mm thick nearly pure
milky to smoky quartz bands
pinkish to light gray banded quartzite with approximately l mm
6.
thick bancls rich in biotite and 3 7 mm thick bands rich in light
pink-orange feldspar
15.
medium light gray and light brownish gray subvitreous feldsparbearing quartzite similar to no. 7
2.5 greenish gray subvitreous epidote-bearing quartzite
1.7· pinkish gray feldspar-bearing quartzite
9.
dark greenish gray epidote- and amphibole-bearing banded quartzite
moderate pink feldspar-rich granitic gneiss
3.
2.3 medium dark gray biotite-chlorite-actinolite gneiss
0.7 pinkish gray feldspar-bearing quartzite
0.5 medium gray biotite-actinolite gneiss
1. 3 medium light gray feldspar-bearing quartzite
medium dark gray biotite-actinolite gneiss
2.
18.
moderate orange pink granitic gneiss with alternating l �4 mm
thick feldspar-rich and nearly pure milky quartz bands
1.2 medium light gray biotite-bearing subvitreous quartzite
0.8 medium dark gray biotite gneiss
2.5 medium light gray feldspar-bearing gneissic quartzite with four
less than l mm thick biotite-rich bands
Specimens chemically analyzed
see Table IL
8.

�

23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)
34)
35)
36)
1

�
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38)
39 )
40)
41)
42)
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grayish orange quartzite
light greenish gray subvitreous quartzite
3.
medium dark gray biotite gneiss
0.5 medium light gray biotite-bearing quartzite
0.3 medium dark gray biotite gneiss
8.
light brownish gray subvitreous feldspar-bearing quartzite similar
to no. 7 with two approximately 1.5 cm thick pinkish gray feldspar
rich hands
6.5 medium dark to dark gray biotite-bearing amphibole schist
43)
0.8 light greenish gray quartzite
44)
45)
0.6 medium dark gray biotite-bearing amphibole schist
46)
0.5 pinkish gray quartzite
medium dark gray biotite-bearing amphibole schist
l.
47)
48) 14.
grayish orange pink alaskitic gneiss with milky quartz lenses
streaked grayish pink and light greenish gray cataclastic granitie gneiss
49) 19.
50)
4.5 grayish pink alaskitic gneiss with some approximately l mm biotite- and quartz-rich hands
5 1)
7.5 pinkish gray and light brownish gray banded subvitreous feldsparbearing quartzi�e similar to no. 7
52) 1 2.5 light gray alaskitic gneiss with a few thin biotite-rich bands
dark gray biotite-bearing amphibole gneiss
53)1 3.
moderate orange pink feldspar-rich granitic gneiss
54)1 6.
2.
pinkish gray granitic gneiss with sporadic dark green chlorite
55)
partings
0.6 medium dark gray magnetitic biotite gneiss
5 6)
0.5 medium light gray feldspar-bearing quartzite
57)
0.2 medium dark gray biotite gneiss
5 8)
1.6 medium light gray banded quartzite
59 )
l .S medium dark gray biotite gneiss
60)
0.7 very light gray feldspar-bearing quartzite
61)
0.5 medium dark gray biotite gneiss
62)
0.3 light gray feldspar-bearing quartzite
63)
0.2 medium dark gray biotite gneiss
64)
65)
O.l light gray quartzite
3.2 medium dark gray biotite gneiss
66)
1.4 light gray subvitreous quartzite
67)
4.5 medium dark gray biotite gneiss
6 8)
0.3 greenish gray chlorite-rich schist (parting ?J
69)
3.5 nearly white cataclastic alaskitic gneiss with notable quartz leaves
70)
7.
71)
very light to light gray biotite- and feldspar-bearing quartzite
6.
grayish pink cataclastic alaskitic gneiss
72)
1.5 grayish olive green epidote-bearing chlorite schist
73)
6.
greenish black highly crenulated actinolite gneiss
74)
0.3 pinkish gray feldspar-bearing quartzite
75)
1.7 medium dark gray biotite gneiss
76)
1 Specimens chemically analyzed - see TaLle l I.
l .S
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Most of the megascopically visible features that appear to pertain
to genetic considerations of the banding of the banded gneisses occur
in the rocks of the described section: band to band thickness differen
ces, diversity of composition (and even possibly metamorphic grade ?)
of spatially associated bands, concentrations of "heavy minerals" in
lenses and along certain laminae parallel to the banding, relict cross
bedding ( ?), quartz-feldspar bands with biotite-rich selvages on both
sides, apparently isolated cataclastic features, and schistocity (clea
vage?) of a few bands at an angle to the main banding. Also most
readily recognizable in the field are such gross features as: marble and
quartzite "formations" concordantly interlayered with the banded
gneisses, relict scour-and-fill (?), lenticular masses - especially of
amphibole-rich foliates, an occurrence of ptygma, a few highly folded
zones, sporadic flow structures, and numerous "dents de cheval"
(porphyroblasts).
Most of the porphyroblasts are moderate to grayish orange pink
microcline; a few also contain pale greenish yellow plagioclase and a
couple were found to contain black yttrium-rich allanite (as cores sur
rounded by microcline). Some of the microcline ones are composed
of one grain; some are comprised by finely granular aggregates. The
single-grain ones are most plentiful and constitute essentially all of
the large porphyroblasts. Although nearly all of these are lenticular
in shape, locally - especially where they are present in relatively
large concentrations - a few have nearly prismatic shapes. Individual
porphyroblasts up to 35 cm in intermediate dimension have been
observed to occur. Typically the shortest dimension of each porphyro
blast is essentially perpendicular to the foliation of the enclosing rock.
In general, b crystallographic axes of the microcline of the single-grain
porphyroblasts are subnormal to the foliation; no other preferential
crystallographic orientation has been recognized. Most of the porphy
roblasts occur concentrated adjacent to certain bands- most common
monly to biotite-rich ones; many exhibit no such relationship, how
ever. Locally the porphyroblasts are aligned.
Thin section studies have, in addition to corroborating megascopic
observations, added such pertinent petrographic data as the following
(minus most fabric features which are given in the next section, Petro
fabrics): All of the minerals of most bands and most of the minerals
of other bands appear to have attained their present forms through
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recrystallization. Most of the quartz and much of the mi::rocline and
plagioclase exhibit undulatory extinction. The plagioclases (An3 to 28 )
are essentially unzoned. They are highly sericitized in some bands and
quite fresh in others. Some of the microcline is microperthitic - in
general, this quality is more apparent in large (augen) than in small
(general mass) grains (in fact, some of the latter contain no recogniz
able plagioclase). Biotite, hornblende-actinolite, and (in a few bands)
epidote are the chief mafic minerals in the gneisses. Most of the biotite
grains have a preferred orientation with their main cleavage subparal
lel to the banding. Biotite with pleochroism of x-nearly colorless and
y& z-dark green is most common but that with pleochroism of x
buff and y& z-dark brown also occurs. Locally the biotite (generally
the green type) has undergone marked chloritization, in some cases
apparently with accompanying formation of relatively minor amounts
of muscovite. The amphibole is pleochroic in greens or in greens and
light tan. It also has preferred orientation locally (prismatic cleavages
subparallel to foliation) but nowhere so well developed as that of the
biotite. All amphibole grains are irregularly shaped. Some, especially
the large ones, are poikiloblastic. Epidote is the major mafic mineral
of a few layers the parageneses of which are typically quartz and epidote
nearly 100 per cent. Epidote family minerals also occur in accessory
amounts in many other layers. At least three varieties have been re
cognized to occur - optically positive clinozoisite, optically negative
and essentially nonpleochroic pistacite, and optically negative and
markedly pleochroic (x-lemon yellow, y-greenish yellow, z-yellowish
green) pistacite; more types may be separated on the basis of grain
sizes, mineral associations, and presence versus absence of inclusions.
Not uncommonly two varieties occur in the same andjor adjacent
band(s). The other most common constituents are magnetite, sphene,
zircon, and apatite. Magnetite occurs as both large grains probably
formed (recrystallized ?) within the rock and grains that have charac
teristics generally described as those of clastic grains. Some of the
sphene occurs as well developed wedge-shaped crystals and most of
it looks like it was formed in situ; it is commonly concentrated in the
magnetite-rich zones. Many of the zircon grains are of typical clastic
character; some appear to be "broken rounds". Grains of diverse
varieties of zircon (on basis of color differences among similarly
oriented grains) occur in some individual hands. The apatite is present
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as relatively large grains, i.e., of about the same size as the quartz
and feldspar grains. Typically the zircon, magnetite, sphene, and apa
tite occur concentrated in certain bands or small lenses. Calcite and
myrmekite have been observed to occur in a few bands. In one section,
the calcite appears probably to represent recrystallized sedimentary
carbonate in that it constitutes a folded discontinuous layer which
appears to have been folded and recrystallized befare a partial recon
stitution which, among other things, involved formation of actinolite
hornblende (such features as needles of amphibole penetrating calcite
occur). That some of this calcite is associated with epidote (of the
marked pleochroic type) may be suggestive so far as the origin of at
least some of the epidote of these gneisses. Also present in a few of
the layers is an unindentified opaque material which occurs along
grain boundaries of the chief minerals, quartz and feldspars, in the rock.
Examination of thinsections across layers with selvages along both
their borders has shown that: the selvages are zones of relatively high
biotite plus or minus magnetite and sphene contents; this biotite is
typically chloritized and the responsible process(es) apparently also
resulted in formation of minor amounts of muscovite; the biotite and
chlorite grains are oriented preferentially with the main cleavage sub
parallel to the band contacts; and, compositionwise the selvaged
central band is finer grained, more equigranular, lower in plagioclase
content, and richer in magnetite than the bands outside the selvage
zones.
It may be seen by examining thinsections that intersect boundary
zones between "dents de cheval" and their surrounding rocks that
these porphyroblasts have apparently exerted prcssure on the mine
rals of the surrounding rock and in some cases possibly even to have
promoted recrystallization of some of those minerals. Somc of the por
phyroblasts are essentially single grains, perthitic microcline; others
consist of many extremely small grains of perthitic microcline with
no apparent preferred orientation with respect to either the shape of
the porphyroblastic unit or to each other. Quartz is also present in
some of the porphyroblasts and in some of the large single-grain ones
it occurs as relatively large grains with the whole then suggestive of
what would be expected as intermediate between the pure feldspar
porphyroblasts and small pegmatite lenses. At least some of the
"single-grain porphyroblasts" contain a network of intersecting thin
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vein-like features constituted chiefly by fine-grained non-perthitic
microcline plus or minus a few sporadic strained quartz grains, also
of fine grain size. These, along with the porphyroblasts, themselves,
appear to be evidence for at least two periods of movement of feldspar
(and quartz- ?) depositing solutions.
Thinsections of pegmatite-banded gneiss "gradational" contacts
and other zones that appear megascopically to have undergone feld
spathization have proved to be of little aid. No means has been found
to the present to distinguish feldspars of such zones from those of
adjacent or nearby nonfeldspathized (at least not recognizable feld
spathized) zones.
The cataclastic ("mylonitized") types examined in thinsections
are remarkably similar to each other. They consist chiefly of highly
sheared feldspar and completely recrystallized leaf quartz. Also char
acteristic of these is an extreme sericitization of the plagioclase. In
two sections, what may represent induced gross twinning of microcline
was observed to occur. In a few of these rocks there is general layering
defined by nearly 100 per cent segregation of plagioclase versus micro
cline versus quartz.
The folded types examined appear to have undergone a general
recrystallization of feldspar and quartz subsequent to the folding;
neither exhibits marked preferred orientation or even strain effects.
The biotite of these shows the same types of preferred orientation that
it does in the non-folded types, i.e., its cleavage is everywhere essen
tially parallel to compositional contacts. Nonetheless, it does not
exhibit any notable bending or even strain effects. The amphibole of
the folded types is of similar occurrence and character as the biotite.
A few layers exhibit typical crystalloblastic textures, i.e., each of
the chief minerals (quartz and the feldspars) contains inclusions of the
others. This is especially notable in that one such rock was taken in
the field as representative of a layer the rock material of which once
underwent some type of flowage.
On the basis of these petrographic features it appears that the
banding of the banded gneisses of the Randesund Area could represent
supracrustal layering which, subsequent to deposition, has been: lithi
fied, recrystallized, dynamically deformed and metamorphosed at
least once, sporadically metasomatized, and has undergone local
chemical metamorphic differentiation (probably controlled at least
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in part by physical adjustments) and suffered local differential cata
clasis and alteration - probably not in this order so far as chronology
of occurrence.
Some of the other events in the history of the Randesund Area
banded gneisses, but apparently of little if any consequence so far
as actual formation of the banding of the gneisses, are manifest by
veins of andjor joint surface coatings by chalcopyrite, pyrite, cal
cite, epidote, and quartz; mylonitization and other cataclasis and
brecciation along the "Great Friction Breccia" zone; sporadic, appar
ently isolated, minor brecciated zones; pre- last effective regional
metamorphism basic dikes, now amphibolites - a few of these have
been "bondinaged" since injection; late syn- or post-faulting peg
matite veins; and post-metamorphism basaltic dikes. The state
ment that these features lack significance so far as formation of the
banding of the banded gneisses is based chiefly on the fact that typically
they crosscut the banding. However, possible influence of movements
along the Great Friction Breccia zone and of the "late syn- or post
faulting pegmatite vein" forming processes on development of the
banded gneisses need to be considered further before they are dis
missed as strictly impertinent.
There is no doubt, for instance, that deformation has not only
affected the gneisses but may have actually controlled formation of
some of the banding features. Perhaps at least some of the band
affecting deformation was akin to that responsible for some of the
movements along the Great Friction Breccia zone. Perhaps such fea
tures as the crosscutting relationships between the zone and the
general strike and dip of the banding of the gneisses and the presence
of banded gneiss fragments within the brecciated zone reflect only the
last or a few late of many intermittent movements that extended over
up to many geological periods. If this were true, perhaps deformative
forces responsible for earlier movements along the zone did have an
important role in formation of at least some of the banding of the
gneisses.
Along this line, it is readily admitted that the criteria used (see
Criteria section of DIETRICH, 1959c) appear to be slanted in favor
of the possibility that the banding of banded gneisses reflects Relict
supracrustal layering - and, although this seems on the face of it
to be merely a consequence of the probability that most banding of
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alternatively it

may be that it reflects more the futility of attempting to establish
anything as formed by metamorphic differentiation

(etc.)

under the

influence of deformation until more is known about these processes
and effects of diverse controls upon them. It appears, in fact, that
until much more is known about such things that considerations in
order to be "scientifically logical" will necessarily favor acceptance
(or rejection) of the better known possibilities and, at most, permit only
tentative approval of the relatively unknown processes on the basis
of negative reasoning - to put it in the vernacular, "the cards are
stacked against" the unknown. The present investigation, I fear, is
exemplary.
That the syn- or post-faulting pegmatites had no effect on form
ation of the banding is probably true. However, many pegmatites of
the area appear to be related closely genetically to certain band modi
fication processes. Therefore, both real and theoretical difficulties
arise when one attempts to distinguish among the diverse temporal
pegmatite types. Although this is a vast and interesting problem, it
does not appear that its resolution, no matter what, would modify
greatly the conclusions reached so far as the role of pegmatite form
ation in formation of the bands of the banded gneisses; thus, it did
not receive any but passing attention during this study.

PETROFABRICS

Rock fabric studies may serve to aid resolution of certain questions

of significance to genetic considerations of banded gneisses - for
examples, whether or not an arrangement of mineral grains within a
given unit of a banded gneiss represents a mimetic depositional fabric
or a tectonic fabric and whether or not a given tectonic fabric resulted
from chiefly mechanical or chiefly chemical redistributions. However,
even petrologists with great disdain for universal stage manipulations
need not curb their investigations short of the simple fabric studies
sufficient for most banded gneiss investigations - the fabric obser
vations which I have found to be sufficiently complete and clarifying
for most genetic studies of these gneisses can be made by megascopic
observations and/or microscopic observations with binocular and
unmodified petrographic microscopes. At most, a petrographic micro-
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scope with micrometer ocular and some type of mechanical stage is
desirable.
Possible uses of fabric analy3is in investigations of banded gneisses
will become clear, I believe, in the following paragraphs. The present
ation consists cf attempts to answer four questions: l) Exactly what
information pertinent to genetic studics of banded gneisses appears
to be discernable best through petrofabric analyses? 2) What parti
cular observations need to be made? 3) Are any of these observations
subject to alternative interpretations? 4) What methods appear to
be most useable? These are followed by pertinent statements about
banded gneisses of the Randesund Area.
Whether or not tectonism had any important role in the genesis
of a given banding and what roles certain chemical andfor mechanical
proccsses played may commonly be detected best from fabric anal
yses. Answers to these questions are practically necessary if distinc
tions are to be made between some banded gneisses of the Relict
supracrustal type and some of the Metamorphic Differentiation types
and also between banded gneisses of the two Metamorphic Differenti
ation types, mechanical redistribution and chemical redistribution.
Of course nearly all fabric observations must be correlated with
mineral-composition determinations to be of any real value. As has
been stated by many workers, fabric analyses should start in the
field. During field studies of banded gneisses one should always be
on the lookout for features that may help answer questions such as
these: a. Do the banded gneisses have any noteworthy spatial rela
tionship to any zone of atypical tectonic character? b. Is the banding
essentially parallel to or at an angle to larger scale lithological con
tacts? c. Is there any obvious preferred orientation of constituent
minerals within bands? d. If so, what geometric relationships exist
between same and the banding? Field observations need corroboration
and usually need extension. Laboratory studies may permit answering
of other such pertinent questions as: e. Are any relict, inequant
clastic grains present? f. Has any of the minerals been recrystallized?
g. What shape relationships with the foliation plane(s) andjor line
ation(s) do the different types of grains have? h. Is there any obvious
preferred orientation of crystal lattices of any mineral(s)? i. If so,
is this also expressed by a preferred orientation of grain shapes? j.
Has any of the constituents undergone induced twinning gliding or
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cataclasis? k. Are the preferred orientations more marked in some
zones than in others - e.g., near than away from contact zones between
adjacent bands? And, again for reemphasis, mineral identity consider
ations must be correlated with many of the considerations connected
with these questions if such considerations are to have any real value!
Marry fabric elements can be interpreted as having gained their
present forms and positions in more than one way. Tnis is particu
larly true of metamorphic rock fabric elements. In these rocks, it
is often difficult even to classify many fabric features as, for examples,
primary versus mechanically metamorphic or mechanically metamor
phic versus chemically metamorphic. This is true not only because
combinations and gradations exist but also because diverse processes
may result in formation of essentially identical features.
Two exemplary, possibly equivocal features the interpretations
of which commonly bear directly on genetic considerations of banded
gneisses may be given: a dimensional orientation may reflect sedi
mentation, physical transposition of rigid fragments during mechanical
deformation, or deformation-controlled chemical transposition (e.g.,
according to RrECKE's principle); and, a fabric marked by some grains
with obvious preferred orientations and other grains without such
might, for examples, represent the results of partial recrystallization
(i.e., a combination of mimetic and recrystallization features) or re
flect merely differences in susceptibilities of minerals to mechanical
and/or chemical adjustments during metamorphism.
Another pertinent fact that one must ever be mindful of is that, in
general, whereas the presence of a certain feature can constitute un
deniable evidence that some certain event did occur, the lack of a fea
ture generally can not be considered as evidence that some certain
event did not occur. Also possible, of course, is that late stage dynamic
deformation can result in cataclasis andjor recrystallization that will
essentially mask all preexisting fabric elements, i.e., the last and
possibly a relatively unimportant(?) chapter in the history of a rock
may be all that can be deciphered fabricwise. Despite such difficulties
as these, however, fabric analyses correlated well with petrographic
studies may prove extremely valuable so far as genetic considerations
of some banded gneisses.
In hindsight (i.e., after trying many methods), it appears to me
that the fabric observations needed in order to permit answering of
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the necessary pertinent questions concerning banded gneisses can be
made rather simply. Field observations necessary are those usually
made. Field sampling needs to be modified only by taking oriented
specimens. Thin sections should be made, as they usually are, esser:
tially perpendicular to foliation. During andjor after regular petro
graphic examination of a thin section one should observe features
that will most likely permit answering of questions such as those
posed in the third paragraph of this section.
As is apparent, I believe, observations of grain surfaces, of grain
shape orientations, of mineral lattice orientations, and interrelation
ships between shapes and lattices are particularly important. In
some cases, particularly where relict clastic grains occur with no obvi
ously preferred orientation, a second (and possibly even a third)
section also perpendicular to the foliation but at some angle to the
first section should be made and studied. For some rocks another
section essentially parallel to foliation also may aid fabric studies.
For some of the rocks constituted by grains whose greatest and least
dimensions are similar I have found a method utilizing a micrometer
ocular and mechanical stage to be extremely helpful in determining
whether or not any preferred shape orientation exists. This method
consists of determining by means of the micrometer scale the longest
(or even better, the longest and shortest) observable dimensions of

all grains and recording their angular relationships to some certain
direction, e.g., to the direction defined by the intersection of foliation
and the thinsection. This method should, if possible, be used on at
least three sections perpendicular to the foliation and at some angles
to each other.
As the results of such petrofabric studies of the Randesund Area
banded gneisses, the questions posed in a preceding paragraph of
this section appear to be answered best as follows:
Most, if not all, of the gross banding of the gneisses is mimetic
depositional layering.
Locally the relict layering has been modified by tectonism and
chemical redistribution or possibly a combination of these.
Much of the small scale "sub-banding" represents chemical
redistribution to the extent that at least isochemical metamor
phism has taken place.
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No feature explainable only or even best as the result of strictly
physical redistribution has been observed.
Even the features that appear to be explained best by chemical
redistribution

(e.g.,

the selvages along some bands) are, it seems

to me, just as likely to represent chemical redistribution controlled
by preexisting physical and chemical band-to-band differences as
chemical redistribution influenced by physical processes,

i.e.,

it

appears that if any physica] control existed that it may have been
a static one (dependent upon composition, aggregation, effective
permeability,

etc.)

rather than a dynamic one (dependent upon

adjustments) .
Although some of the banded gneisses occur within or near the
"Great Friction Breccia" zone, most have no such occurrence. Except
for the extremely local presence within and near this zone of features
that may reflect greater than typical feldspathization, the gneisses
are essentially similar to those quite away from the zone. This appears
to suggest that tectonism has had no significant bearing on formation
of the banding. Possibly corroborative is the fact that essentially
identical banded gneisses have all dips from and including horizontal
to and including vertical (although dips greater than 30° are most
common) .
Nearly all banding is parallel to major lithological contacts and
most minor banding and foliation elements are parallel to adjacent
band borders (even in crenulated bands). Exceptional are the chlorite
rich bands that exhibit what appears to be "shear cleavage" type

foliation - - these appear to have been loci of interband slippage.
Some of the grains of zircon and magnetite that appear to be
relict clastic grains are inequant. All measured have their shortest
dimension nearly perpendicular to the banding. Most are "floating"
grams.
Nearly all
lized?

but these grains appear to have been formed (recrystal
!) in situ. Except locally this (re) crystallization appears to have

taken place rather late in the history of the rock - most mineral
grains show no evidence of deformation or strain. It may be that the
(re) crystallization has masked much previous history of the rock. Most
of the biotite and hornblende-actinolite grains have preferred shape
and optical (and thus lattice) orientations, as was noted in the prece-
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ding section. Most of the other minerals have neither type. Locally,
however, as was also noted, quartz leaves are subparallel to the bau
ding (especially in the cataclastic bands) and feldspar porphyroblasts
have both shape and planar (though not linear!) lattice preferred
orientations.
Thus, it can be said that preferred shape orientations correspond
to preferred lattice orientations for all except the nearly equant clastic
mineral grains. So far as features thus far observed, it appears that
the preferred shape orientations of the clastic grains may reflect either
transport of rigid grains in a less rigid media as the result of "solid
rock" mechanical adjustments or original depositional orientation.
The preferred shape plus lattice orientations are likewise ambiguous
in that they might represent crystallization controlled by preexisting
chemical differences, controlled by preexisting physical differences,
controlled by deformation forces, or controlled by any combination
of these. That many of these minerals occur more or less restricted to
certain sub-bands may favor the chemical control. That there is typi
cally a shape plus lattice preferential arrangement may favor one or
both of the other controls.
Two things may be reiterated as possibly clarifying: That the
feldspars and quartz grains do not have preferred orientation whereas
the biotite and hornblende grains do does not appear to reflect only
either differential (re)crystallization or even differences in suscepti
bility to preferred growth because commonly, even where the preferred
orientation is especially marked, none of the minerals exhibits any
strain effects. And, the minerals that constitute the selvages present
along some bands have preferred orientations subparallel to the band
borders - although this may represent mechanically controlled
growth, it appears more likely that it reflects control by preexisting
chemical andjor physical band-to-band differences (see description in
preceding section). Also possibly suggestive is the fact that many of
the amphibole grains are poikiloblastic.
That cataclasis has taken place locally is attested to by the "gra
nitic gneisses" of some of the bands that are constituted by alternating
bands of cataclastic microcline, leaf quartz, and cataclastic plagio
clase. Whether or not the compositional layering reflects mechanical
segregation formed as the result of adjustments in the rock or merely
original sedimentary compositional layering is a moot question. In any
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case, apparently some bands were once subject to cataclasis and others
to concomitant recrystallization or else the one type of layers (the
quartz) underwent subsequent recrystallization whereas the others
did not. So far as deformation features, the possibly induced gross
twinning in a few of the microcline grains is also worthy of repetition
here.
CHEMICAL ANALYSES

The new chemical analyses presented (Table 2) are of two groups
of three adjacent bands of the Randesund Area banded gneisses. The
specimens came from bands 10, 11 and 12 and 52, 53, and 54 of the
section given as Table l. The units analyzed represent five rather
common lithologies and one rather rare type (no. 11). Analyses were
made to supplement petrographic data with the particular objectives
of determining such things as: from what original rocks these rocks
may or may not have been derived and whether or not any (and, if
any, what) elements appear possibly to have been introduced subse
quent to original formation.
On the basis of field and petrographic data three alternatives, or
combinations of them, appear to be the most likely possibilities so far
as the origin(s) of these gneiss units: l) essentially isochemical meta
morphism of pyroclastic rocks, 2) essentially isochemical metamor
phism of sedimentary rocks, and 3) metamorphism of either "l" or
"2" with addition (subtraction, etc.) of such elements as potassium.
None of the analyses is similar, especially in detail, to that of
any common igneous rock. The figures for the O and OH associated
with the cation percentages reduced to 100.0 per cent are particularly
noteworthy with reference to this. Each of the most nearly granite
composition rocks mineralwise (10, 52, and 54) has an O value which
is significantly higher than the approximately 160 which is typical.
In fact, only the 166.3 figure for the O of number 54 is even dose to
what would generally be considered as even possibly representative
of a granite composition. But also noteworthy so far as an igneous
genesis for number 54 is the high K20 content - it is too high to
permit correlation with any common igneous rock! Similarly, values
for the amphibole-rich foliates (12 and 53) are not of magnitude that
would be considered likely for mela-diorites or more basic igneous rocks
- the igneous rocks that considerations are necessarily restricted to
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Table 2.

Chemical analyses of two groups of three adjacent bands of the Randesund
Area banded gneisses - designations are the same ones given on Table I. Ana
lysts: Roar Solli with Alk. by Kjersti Haugen, both of Norges Geologiske Undersøkelse).
Weight Percentages

lO
--

Si02
Ti02

76.71

11

12

--

--

52

53

54

--

50.35

65.72

53.25

75.66

--

69.58

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.24

.29

.95

.14

1.22

.37

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

o

12.10

12.98

13.76

13.05

14.71

15.85

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Alp2
Fe202

.79

5.98

2.82

.70

3.47

.26

FeO.............

1.19

1.33

8.12

1.03

8.95

.52

MnO ............

.02

.os

.18

.02

.27

.02

MgO ............

.03

.32

8.69

.02

5.23

.02

CaO.............

1.19

11.95

9.48

1.10

6.46

.20

Na20 ............

2.25

.21

1.87

3.18

2.04

1.83

KaO

4.97

.14

1.54

4.36

2.61

10.70

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

•

•

•

P202 ............

.03

.13

.27

.08

.22

.06

H20- ...........

.06

.04

.15

.09

.lO

.04

H20+ ...........

.26

.79

1.64

.45

1.33

.32

Total ..

99.84

99.93

99.82

99.88

99.86

99.77

2.63

2.97

2.98

2.62

2.93

2.64

SG

o

•

•

o

•

•

•

o

•

•

•

•

o

Approximate Cation Percentages

Si...............

73.2

65.2

47.8

72.0

50.8

Ti ..............

.2

.2

.7

.l

.9

.3

Al ..............

13.6

15.2

15.4

14.6

16.8

17.5

.6

4.4

2.0

.l

2.5

.2

.9

l.l

6.5

.8

7.2

.l

.2

.4
-

Fe+++

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

.

Fe++ ...........
Mn

•

•

•

•

•

o

o

.

o

.

o

•

•

-

.2

-

65.1

Mg ..............

.l

.5

12.4

.l

7.6

.l

Ca ..............

1.2

12.6

9.6

l.l

6.7

.2

Na

4.1

4

3.4

5.8

3.8

3.3

.2

1.8

5.3

3.3

12.8

•

•

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

K ...............

6.1

p

-

•

•

•

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

•

•

Total ..
Assoc. o

.

.l

.2

.l

.2

.l

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0
166.3

175.4

175.1

154.9

174.9

158.1

..

1.7

5.2

10.0

2.9

8.6

2.0

Total ..

177.1

180.3

164.9

177.8

166.7

168.3

•

o

Assoc. OH

•

.

•

•

..

•

.

•

•

l

l O. Light and pinkish gray feldspar-bearing

l

quartzite composed chief!y of

quartz, microcline, and sericitized plagioclase

with

minor amounts of

chlorite, muscovite, biotite, actinolite, epidote, sphene, zircon, and opaque
mineral(s).
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11. Yellowish green epidote-rich

quartzite composed chiefly of

quartz and

epidote with minor chlorite and sericitized plagioclase and traces of calcite,
actinolite, and sphene.

12. Grayish black amphibole gneiss composed chiefly of hornblende-actinolite,
plagioclase, and quartz with minor sphene and microcline and traces of
epidote, muscovite, and zircon.
52. Light gray alaskitic gneiss composed chiefly of quartz, microcline, and
sericitized plagioclase with muscovite, epidote, opa que mineral(s), chlorite,
and biotite.
53. Dark gray biotite-bearing amphibole gneiss composed chiefly of hornblende

actinolite, biotite, quartz, plagioclase, and small amounts of opa que mine
ral(s), epidote, sphene, muscovite, and zircon.
54. Orange-pink feldspar-rich granitic gneiss composed chiefly of microcline
with notable quartz plus traces of muscovite, chlorite, sphene, epidote,
opa que mineral(s), and calcite.

on the basis of Ca, Mg, and Fe contents. Rather they are more nearly
in the granitic rock composition range so far as the igneous rock
possibilities are concerned. Also of importance so far as considerations
of these two rocks are concerned are their low Na20 contents and their
K20: Na20 ratios -- both are quite unlike those of relatively basic
igneous rocks! The other rock specimen, number 11, resembles no
igneous rock chemically. Because of these considerations, and others,
it appears unlikely that any of these rocks represents an isochemically
metamorphosed igneous rock, i.e., any pyroclastic rock (this aspect
necessitated by the occurrences). This does not, however, delimit pyro
clastic material with admixed sediment!
Contrariwise, all of the analyses can be correlated rather well with

analyses of diverse sedimentary rocks. The following correlations are
suggested as examples: 10
feldspathic sandstone or siltstone, 11
calcareous shale or marlstone (with original co2 driven off)' 12 dolomitic black shale or dolomitic ferruginous siltstone, 52,
arkose
or arkosic siltstone, 53 - ferruginous graywacke, and 54 - shale
(see, for example the analysis of the Glenwood shale of Minnesota,
l:".S.A.
GRUNER and THIEL, 1937, p. 844). Although none of the
analyses shows high enough Al203 or Si02 contents to establish it as
a sedimentary derivative, none is toa low to preclude this. The Al203:
alkalies + lime ratios of all these rocks are greater than one; it is
lowest in unit 11 which is a high lime rock. The K20 :N a20 ratios are
all greater than ane except in units 11 and 12. Possibly anomalous
-

-

-

-

3.
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are the MgO :CaO ratios which are less than one in each of the ana
lyzed rocks - this, however, is not delimiting.
So far as the third possibility is concerned, i.e., formation depen
dent upon additive (and subtractive) metamorphism, no chemical
data appears to suggest or support such. In fact, the only possibility
along this line for which support can even be construed from the
chemical data appears to be silicification (excepting, of course, intro
duction of oxygen and silicification which is known to be a rather
common process would essentially accomplish this end also). Actually,
although such may have taken place, the mineralogical and other
chemical data appear to support better the alternative that the rocks
have not undergone a general silicification.
Despite the lack of chemical indication, however, the possibility
that potassium, or even all of the constituents of many of the K
feldspars, were added during metamorphism is suggested by the pre
sence of such features as the aforementioned K-feldspar "dents de
cheval" and the local presence of different alkali feldspars, e.g., per
thites and nonperthites, within even individual thin sections. Because
of this, other partial analyses were also made - alkali and spectro
graphic analyses were made of such "dents de cheval" and of the K
feldspar of the surrounding rocks. The alkali analyses show the K
feldspars of the "dents de cheval" and those of the directly surrounding
rocks to be essentially identical with respect to alkali proportions.
The spectrochemical analyses for each pair were found to be both
qualitatively and quantitatively essentially identical - in fact, no
recognizable differences were seen between any but one of the pairs
analyzed and this difference was possibly dependent upon slight
contamination of one of the samples. However, members of different
pairs were not found to be so related! These data would appear to
support either wholesale introduction of K20 (or, again, even all the
K-feldspar constituents) with local differences dependent upon original
differences of part of the material incorporated in the K-feldspars or
essentially local derivation of the material for the "dents de cheval".
Other features such as the diversity of amounts of potassium from
layer to layer appear to support hetter the relative local movement of
already present potassium (et al.) to form the "dents de cheval" and
related features. Otherwise the only apparently feasible answer would
be one involving markedly differential potassium enrichment -
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compare, for example, analyses 11 and 54 which are of rocks with
similar Al and Si contents, similar grain sizes and types of aggregation,
and which are less than 2.25 m apart in occurrence. Nonetheless, the
local presence of different alkali feldspars within certain band units
may favor at least local introduction rather than more local chemical
redistribution. Perhaps both occurred. Alternatively, perhaps all
gradations from essentially in situ chemical metamorphic differenti
ation to metasomatism involving relatively long distance movement
of materials are represented. Perhaps isotope studies will serve in
the future to elucidate this further.
TRACE ELEMENT

CONCENTRATIONS IN

"
"
AMPHIBOLITES

As mentioned in the Petrography section, amphibolites and other
amphibole-rich foliates, similar to those that are characteristic of
many metamorphic terranes, comprise most of the dark-colored bands
of the Randesund Area banded gneisses. As has been stated numerous
times, most amphibole-rich foliates, so far as their chemical composi
tions are concerned, might be derived from such diverse rocks as pyr
oxenitic-, gabbroid-, or meladioritic-composition igneous rocks (inclu
ding intrusives, extrusives, and pyroclastics) and their direct clastic
sedimentary derivatives; ferruginous, sandy, clayey limestones or
marls; ferruginous argillaceous dolomites; or dolomitic shales that
have been subjected to dynamic metamorphism with or without ac
companying additive effects. Therefore, the presence of these rocks
in the banded gneisses pose particular difficulties so far as genetic
considerations.
Actually, so far as many of the amphibole-rich bands of the Rande
sund Area gneisses, an intrusive or even a lava flow origin can be
considered precluded on the basis of field relationships - especially
those pertaining to thicknesses as compared to lateral extents.
Nevertheless, even here there are some amphibole-rich bands that are
quite enigmatic from the genetic standpoint. This, plus the facts that
nearly all reported banded gneisses are comprised in large proportions
by amphibole-rich rocks and that amphibole-rich foliates of known
sedimentary and known igneous parentages exist along with the ones
of unknown origin within the sequence of banded gneisses of the
Randesund Area prompted inclusion of a rather intensive investi
gation of these rocks during this study.
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Of major importance to the study of any banded gneiss that in
cludes amphibole-rich constituents is the determination of whether
those constituents represent former supracrustal sedimentary rocks,
supracrustal igneous rocks, or intrusive igneous rocks. For those
amphibole-rich metamorphic rocks the field relationships of which
are ambiguous, trace element work appears to offer promise. This is
true despite the fact that two apparently valid criticisms can be
leveled at the method: l) all data are empirical and some are suspect
because of being based on "knowns" the origins of which were not
proved and, 2) to the present, there has appeared no way whereby
this method can be used to lead definitely to distinction among
metamorphosed igneous rocks versus metamorphosed pyroclastic
rocks versus metamorphosed igneous-derived sedimentary rocks such
as metagraywackes.
The former criticism can be quelled in part by using knowns with
unequivocally proved origins. Although the latter criticism does point
up some restrictions, it does not invalidate nor even greatly lessen the
values of trace element studies so far as genetic considerations of the
amphibole-rich components of banded gneisses: first of all, whether
or not the data fit best the interpretation that the investigated rock
is nonigneous (including nonigneous-derived), i.e., that it is of sedi
mentary origin, could be of utmost significance - particularly if the
answer is positive - to overall genetic considerations; secondly, even
where field relationships andjor other features clearly are in harmony
only with some supracrustal origin, that trace element analyses could
serve to aid distinction between originally pyroclastic or igneous
derived clastic sediments and originally "normal" sedimentary rocks
also might greatly enhance overall genetic considerations.
Semiquantitative spectrographic analyses of many amphibole
rich metamorphic rocks of "known" origins were made in the late
1940 ' s by various workers (e.g., ENGEL and ENGEL, 1951). They were
interpreted to suggest that the diverse genetic types could be placed
into two major categories, meta-igneous rocks and metasedimentites,
on the basis of relatively greater concentrations of such elements as
Co, Ni, Cr, Se, V, and Cu and relatively less concentrations of such
elements as Pb, Au, and Ba in the meta-igneous rocks than in the
metasedimentites. In similar but much more extensive trace element
studies of pelitic rocks, SHAW (1954; 1956) made quantitative measure-
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ments which he expressed in parts per million, plotted a few pairs of
elements to try to ascertain the presence or lack of distribution corre
lation between elements, and discussed briefly possible distribution
of the elements within the diverse minerals of the rocks. DIETRICH
(1959d) utilized trace element analyses in a different way in his
investigation of some amphibole-rich rocks of the Blue Ridge Province
of Virginia, U.S.A. Briefly, this method consisted of comparing quan
tities of the above mentioned elements in amphibole-rich rocks of un
known origins with those in amphibole-rich rocks of known origins
which occurred within the same metamorphic terrane and facies.
Probably the most noteworthy advances along this line of approach
are those made by HEIER (manuscript in preparation for publication
by Norges Geologiske Undersøkelse) - he has plotted his quantitative
data as element: element and/or element: mineral (s) ratios with each
ratio selected on the basis of probable affinity considerations.
The method used during this investigation consisted essentially
of the method I used earlier (ibid.) but modified so as to take into
account some of the chief implications of the elemental affinities and
element-to-mineral distribution indications found to obtain by SHAW
(op.cit.) and HEIER (op.cit.). Total rocks, certain mineral combinations,
and certain individual minerals were analyzed spectrographically for
Co, Ni, Cr, V, Se, Cu, Pb, Au, Ba, and Sr. Each unknown sample was
run sequentially with known samples so that its pattern lay on the
plate between the pattern of a known originally igneousmaterial sample
and the pattern of a known originally sedimentary material sample,
each with the same general mineralogical compositions as of the un
known. The intensities of lines for each element were compared be
tween the unknown and the known igneous and between the unknown
and the known sedimentary and were classified as essentially equal
to, greater than, or less than each (see Table 3).
This method is better than the method I formerly used because of
its inclusion of analyses of certain mineral combinations and of indi
vidual minerals. \Vithin a given area, it may be possible by using
this "new" method to distinguish, at least in some cases, between
wholly igneous materials (intrusives, flows, and "pure" pyroclastics)
and contaminated or sedimentationwise fractionated materials (gray
wackes and tuffs with admixed sediments), i.e., the "purely" igneous
would tend to have all analyses closely analogous to those of known
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igneous material whereas the igneous-plus might have whole rock
analyses and/or certain mineral(s) analyses in disagreement with the
analyses of the known igneous materials. In fact, it may be that further
work of this type will be useful even for such things as provenance
studies and distinction between metamorphosed phenocrysts and
porphyroblasts (et al.). Other advantages of this method are: the
method is simple; one does not have to be concerned with parts-per
million analyses and ratio calculations; there is no need to include
in reports of results long sections concerning equipment and methods.
Although care in selection of knowns from the same metamorphic
facies and terrane appears, from the theoretical standpoint, to be
advantageous - at least so far as value of results - it may commonly
be disadvantageous because difficulties will undoubtedly arise so
far as finding such knowns in some areas.
Perhaps one "known" from the same facies and area would suffice.
Perhaps even a known from the same facies but another area could
be used - this would appear possible so long as the same mineral
parageneses obtained and so long as no volatile elements were con
sidered (e.g., Pb and Cu should probably be delimited). This suggests
that perhaps further work will show that fewer elements need con
sideration and perhaps even "standard quantities" can be set up
as indicative of originally-igneous versus originally-nonigneous for
given metamorphic facies. It also possibly suggests that such analyses
may be of value so far as investigations of metamorphic facies relation
ships, polymetamorphism, etc. These aspects need further checking!!
The chief disadvantage, or perhaps better shortcoming, of the method

is that the work is not carried far enough to give results that are use
able in quantitative geochemical distribution considerations answering of the problem at hand is the desired endproduct.
The analyses1 made of the amphibole-rich foliates of the Rande
sund Area rocks were actually more extensive than suggested by
Table 3. Among other things, the light mineral fractions (plagioclase
and quartz ± K-feldspar) and the "other minerals" fractions were
also run - these are not included on the table because neither fraction
was found to show any consistent elementa! relationships that appear
1

All spectrochemical analyses were made in the laboratories of the Geolo

gicallnstitute of the University of Oslo under the direction of
to whom I express my grateful thanks.

J ens

Hysingj ord,
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to bear directly on genesis. That spectrographic analyses must be
correlated with petrographic data was indicated most graphically
when a number of "knowns" were being checked: one "known
igneous" rock was essentially lacking in magnetite and the V, Ni,
and Cr contents indicated for the whole rock were lower than those
for any of the other "known igneous" whole rock materials whereas
analyses of its amphibole fraction and of its magnetite (enough for
analysis was obtained from two large hand specimens) were essentially
identical to those of the same fractions of the other "known igneous"
rocks; further checking showed that V, Ni, and Cr (especially Cr) are
particularly concentrated in the magnetite fractions. Similarly, most
of the Se is in the amphibole fraction; and, somewhat surprisingly,
it was found that there is a higher concentration of Ti in the am
phibole than in the magnetite.
Of the amphibole-rich foliates from the Randesund Area that
were checked all of the bands within the banded gneiss appear to
represent metasedimentites and a few of these carry magnetite that
is similar to the "known igneous" magnetites - along this line, it
is interesting that in each rock where this is true the magnetite
grains look like clastic grains whereas in the rocks where this is not
true the magnetite typically occurs as relatively large, irregularly
shaped blebs.
GEOTHERMOMETRIC STUDIES

Geothermometers may aid greatly the clarification of certain gene
tie ambiguities - especially for bands of "granitic composition"
(i.e., any composition that could fit a quartz-bearing igneous rock)
whose field relationships and petrographic features are equivocal. For
example, on the basis of field and petrographic considerations it is
generally easier to distinguish rocks of the lit par lit injection category
from rocks of the differential anatexis category than to distingusih
rocks of either the differential anatexis or the composite permeation
categories from rocks of the relict supracrustal category. Even where
there is evidence of flowage, it is generally extremely difficult to
distinguish by petrographic, including petrofabric, methods mani
festations of plastic flow from those of magmatic flow (see DIETRICH,
1960). For many such ambiguities geothermometers may offer not
only an approach but perhaps the best approach to resolution.
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The two-feldspar geothermometer1 suggested by BARTH (1934)
appears to be the most likely useful because it is based on common
rock-forming minerals. It also has the advantage of being generally
useable from the standpoint that equipment necessary for analyses
is available to most petrologists. The chief disadvantages, or perhaps
better contingencies, are tied up with validity considerations. BARTH
(see especially 1951, pp. 148-151 and 1956, pp. 12-14) has stated,
for examples, that:

l) temperature values have been fixed on the basis of un
proved empirical data;
2) to at least a certain extent the total amount of sodium in
the system may affect its distribution in the diverse phases;
and,
3) pressure, as well as temperature, controls the distribution.
Further, and similar statements can be said about most
geothermometers,
4) at best, only the most recent lowest temperature at which
equilibrium existed between the feldspar phases is recorded.
Also,
5) some two-feldspar rocks may not be susceptible to two
feldspar geothermometer analyses and most decisions as to
which are and which are not are subjective.
The fact that, unlike some geothermometers, this one has not
been found, to the present, to be susceptible to laboratory checking

accounts for its being based on empirical data ( for the best summary

of such data see BARTH, 1958, pp. 10, 14-15). It is noteworthy, how
ever, that the temperatures indicated by rocks thus far checked do
fall into the order (consolidation temperaturewise) into which they
would be put by nearly all petrologists on the basis of other conside1

The geothermometer thus designated in this report is based on the

rule of constant ratio of distribution of a substance between two solvents and,
so far as its application to this gcothermometer

rnay

be stated:

at constant

temperature and pressure albite will be distributed between the potassium
feldspar and the plagioclase-feldspar phases with a certain ratio. Expressed by
formula, this becomes:
Mole fraction of Ab in K-feldspar
Mole fraction of Ab in Plagioclase

=Kp,T
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rations. It is also noteworthy that Ca:Sr ratios of K-feldspars versus
Ca:Sr ratios of plagioclases of some rocks have been found to suggest
similar distribution trends (HEIER, personal communication). Also
possibly corroborative is the fact that thermodynamic considerations
concerning one of the border cases of the three-feldspar system, the
Or-Ab border system, are essentially in harmony with the experiment
ally determined solvus for the same system (BARTH, 1951; BowEN
and TuTTLE, 1950).
That the total amount of sodium in the system may affect its
distribution in the two feldspar phases has been suggested on the
basis of theoretical considerations by BARTH ( 1956, pp. 12-14) and
as an implication of some experimental work by WINKLER and VON
PLATEN (1958, pp. 99 - 102; see also discussion of this in HEIER, 1959).
Actually, both the theoretical considerations and experimental data
appear mainly to suggest that the two-feldspar geothermometer
should be essentially relegated to determination of relative tempera
tures within relatively small zones and that rocks with relatively low
(<2.0 per cent) or high (>6.5 per cent) Na20 contents should be deli
mited from such considerations. BARTH (op. cit., p. 14) has suggested
similarly that the geothermometer should be approximately valid for
rocks in which "plagioclase is in the range 10 -30 An and the alkali
feldspar in the range 10-30 Ab."
Along this line, there are other aspects that need investigation for examples: a) possible effects of the presence of one versus other
phases of K-feldspar, including perthitic variants - especially their
possible control over process(es) and completeness of sodium distri
bution between and within diverse phases during metamorphism
(BARTH, 1956, p. 11, has noted, for example that "It can be safely
assumed that albite will find it more difficult to enter into the ordered
lattice of microcline than into the disordered one of orthoclase.");
b) possible effects of the presence of one versus other composition
plagioclase feldspars, including zoned versus unzoned ones; c) possible
effects of grain sizes of the rocks; and, d) possible effects of types of
aggregation of the rocks. This last aspect (d) may initiate another
qucstion so far as at least the use of the geothermometer for some low
grade metamorphic rocks - i.e., could there have been any albite
molecules, or perhaps better the elementa} constituents of albite
molecules, removed between the times of formation of the two feld-
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spar phases ( ?). (If some of these possible controls actually do exert
themselves, even the use of the geothermometer to establish whether
or not there was interlayer thermal-equilibrium would be subject to
question.) Perhaps, although on the basis of certain theoretical consi
derations this seems unlikely, other distribution-between-solvents
"geothermometers" may be present and prove more useable - for
examples: Ca in one versus the other feldspar phases, trace amounts
of such elements as Sr and Pb in one versus the other feldspar phases,
or even such elements as Ge in two or more of the diverse silicate
minerals.
Most possible effects of pressure on geologic processes and their
rock products are known incompletely, if at all. Perhaps in the case
of two-feldspar geothermometric considerations, because of the states
in which equilibria are probably established and because of the
rather restricted volumes involved, pressure effects are essentially
negligible. In any case, however, this is a "wide open" field for future
study and, therefore, most past and present day geologic interpreta
tions must be considered "pressure dependent".
Perhaps for those who use this geothermometer, despite such
contingencies as those noted, the fact that is of utmast importance is
that for many rocks the true significance of the temperature obtained
from two-feldspar geothermometric studies can not be realized unless
the tnermal history of the rock is known. This is true because the
most recent lowest temperatare at which equilibrium existed between
the feldspar phases is necessarily what must be recorded. This, of
course, means that even if it is assumed (even if corectly so !) that the

present contents of the feldspars do reflect former equilibrium con
ditions, the temperature that obtained at the time of last attainment
of these conditions, and thus the temperatures "measured", could
have been much lower than the highest temperature to which the
rock material was exposed.
Probably the thermometer is best for rocks formed as the result of
the relatively rapid cooling of a magma - the temperature recorded
would be essentially that of consolidation (1)1. Probably the most
completely misleading temperatures that may be obtained by using
the thermometer will be those obtained from two-feldspar analyses
1

This

and subsequent numbers in this and the next four paragraphs

refer to designations given pertinent diagrams in Figure l.
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KEY

2b

3a

2 c

3b

3c

3d

Fig. l. Generalized possible thermal history curves for: l. extruded or intruded-into-"cold" -rocks magma, 2.a intruded-into-"cool" -rocks magma, 2b. very
slowly cooled magma, 2c. erratically slowly cooled magma, 3a. low grade metamorphism, 3b. higher grade metamorphism with slow cooling during waning
stages, 3c. higher grade metamorphism with very slow cooling during waning
stages, 3d. higher grade metamorphism with erratic coolings - even diaphthoresis - in post-highest temperature metamorphism period.
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of exposurewise geologically isolated, non- to slightly-metamorphosed,
quartz-cemented, arkosic sedimentites that consist chiefly of granule
sized, monomineralic fragments - the temperature indicated could
be as high as a magmatic temperature (2a) whereas the rock as such
might never have rcached a temperature high enough to exceed the
minimum temperature measurable by this geothermometer (3a).
lnnumerable possible temperatures ranging from the consolidation
temperature to the minimum temperature measurable by the geo
thermometer could be recorded for a rock that cooled relatively slowly
after consolidation from its magma - Three possibilities will serve
as exemplary: a) the equilibrium conditions existent at the time of
consolidation of the feldspar phases might be "quenched in" and
never subsequently upset - the consolidation temperature would be
recorded (2a); b) after consolidation, equilibrium between the phases
might be maintained, i.e., continuously changed with changing temper
ature, by some such process as ionic or molecular diffusion through
the "solid" rock a part of or all of the way down to the minimum tem
perature measurable by the geothermometer - this lowest temperatu
re, possibly the minimum measurable, at which there was equilibrium
among the phases would be recorded (2b); c) after consolidation, at
some period(s) during subsequent cooling, temperature and other
conditions might remain constant long enough for a recrystallization
of and reestablishment of equilibrium among the feldspar phases to
occur - the temperature of recrystallization would be recorded (2c).
Obviously, in the two latter cases submagmatic temperatures would
be recorded despite the fact that many petrologists would consider at

least the former (b) and probably both (b and c) rocks to be igneous.
Perhaps some petrologists will object to this last statement on
the basis that they may consider the last two rocks to be, instead of
igneous, something like "of ultimate igneous origin but affected by
subsequent auto-metamorphism". This, however, merely gets into
taxonomical considerations concerning one of the "shadow zones"
of a classification of natural things amenable only to strictly arbitrary
division and is of no real importance to this discussion. Nonetheless,
these considerations are extremely important so far as such things as
the origin of "granite" controversy because it must be realized fully
that so far as application of this geothermometer to genetic consider
ations of problematic igneous versus metamorphosed sedimentary
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rocks that whereas a magmatic temperature can be cited as evidence for
a magmatic origin that a submagmatic temperature cannot be cited as
evidence against an ultimate magmatic origin!!
For metamorphic rocks that become heated sufficiently long above
the minimum measurable temperature for equilibrium to be established
among the feldspar phases, the temperature measured would depend
chiefly upon the conditons during and the speed of cooling down in the
waning stages of metamorphism. Of importance here, of course, are
the age-old and still unanswered questions concerning what state(s)
rock materials are in during metamorphism (review, for example, the
discussion in the section, Petrofabric Analyses) and also the above
mentioned questions as to whether or not chemical equilibrium be
tween the three feldspar phases can be established by solid diffusion
andjor other types of migrations independent of or in conjunction
with recrystallization. Empirical evidence appears to favor the esta
blishment of such equilibrium conditions during metamorphism,
which is generally considered to involve changes within "solid rock".
However, to the present few features have been recognized in any
metamorphosed rocks that appear to offer unequivocal evidence con
cerning the mechanisms of or the state(s) of the rock materials during
metamorphism.
Probably so far as the use of the two-feldspar geothermometer the
best guesses on the basis of present evidences are: a) slow cooling
would be likely to be manifest temperaturewise by the minimum
temperature measurable by the geothermometer (3c); b) rapid cooling
would result in the "quenching in" of approximately the maximum
temperature attained (3b); and c) typically, probably something
between would be measured (e.g., 3d, although this diagram actually
suggests diaphthoresis). In any case, here again as with slowly cooled
magmatic rocks, a high temperature for any mineral assemblage
would be of value to genetic considerations whereas a low temperature
would be of little or no use except so far as its probably indicating
that a slow cooling occurred after the attainment of the peak tempe
rature of metamorphism.
All of these outlined possibilities have necessarily been of rocks
with "simple" thermal histories. As is quite apparent, I believe, a
rock with a "complex" thermal history might contain feldspars whose
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Ab-Or-An equilibrium relationships could reflect just about any
part of the rock's history. This further emphasizes the fact that only
high temperatures, so far as a given paragenesis is concerned, are
really very significant.
Some of the reasons why certain two-feldspar rocks may not be
susceptible to two-feldspar geothermometric analyses are mentioned
in an above paragraph concerned with sodium distribution factors.
The geneses of perthites and zoned plagioclases and their implications
so far as interpretations of geothermometers involving them are also
of extreme import. For example, if the potassium feldspar is perthitic,
to be useable the perthitic quality must have originated as the result
of exsolution or simultaneous crystallization of the phases from an ori
ginally homogeneous alkali feldspar and not as the result of replace
ment. This is extremely difficult to establish unequivocally in nearly
all cases (See, for example S cHWARTZ, 1931 and 1942 for some possible
criteria). Relative impoverishment or depletion of rubidium may be
a means of recognizing perthites of some certain compositions which
were originally formed from a homogeneous phase (TAYLOR and HEIER,
1958); comparison of structures with those known to have formed by
unmixing from originally homogeneous solids (e.g., pearlitic structures
in some alloys) offers another questionable possibility ( DIETRICH, 1954,
pp. 522-523). Despite some examples which have been interpreted
otherwise (e.g., D IETRICH, op. cit.), it might be a good "rule of thumb"
to eliminate pure-albite perthites - albite is a well known replace
ment mineral. On the other hand, if the plagioclase of the perthites
is not pure albite, what does this mean so far as the initial tieups be

tween the potassium-feldspar, albite, and anorthite molecules? does it suggest formation of them by simultaneous crystallization or
some other means rather than as the result of exsolution from a pre
existing homogeneous phase andjor was there a significantly greater
affinity between the albite and the anorthite molecules than between,
for example, the albite and potassium-feldspar molecules even within
the socalled homogeneous phase? - if so, what does this mean so far
as using such perthites for these analyses? - does it suggest that their
use should be disallowed merely on the basis of the original tenet
( BARTH, 1951, p. 148)? Certainly all perthites that appear to
have been formed as the result of corrosion must be eliminated from
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considerations. Another extremely significant question arises as to
what further considerations need to be made in light of the complete
exsolution cases suggested as possible by TUTTLE (1952) and found
probably to exist by DIETRICH (1954).
"Results" from rocks with zoned plagioclase must also be delimited
or at most considered to be but suggestive - perhaps the best alter
native where data is desired and only such plagioclases exist within
the rocks is to use both the highest and lowest An-content zones as
limiting values.
Rocks with two different potassium feldspars, even where it is
obvious that one is probably original and the other of late introduction,
are most difficult to use in all cases and essentially impossible to use
in most cases, chiefly because it is nearly impossible to separate two
different potassium feldspars from the same rock for the necessary
analyses.
Data given for rocks with two plagioclase feldspars should be
viewed with complete realization that use in calculations of An-values
determined for one type of grain instead of those determined for the
other type(s) depends upon subjective considerations of the investi
gator - even if these are clearly stated and appear to be quite logical,
questions necessarily remain.
Despite shortcomings of this geothermometer, the fact that both
empirical data and theoretical considerations suggest that it may,
in at least some cases, measure magmatic temperatures points out
that it is extremely useful. This is the main reason it was used during
this investigation. Another reason, however, was that multilithic rocks
such as banded gneisses, by their very natures, contain feldspars the
relationships of which bear directly on some of the important questions
raised in the above discussions. Thus, it was believed that inclusion
of this part of the study also might have the added value of helping
to answer some of these questions. Along this line, feldspars were run
from l) diverse parts of a large specimen the feldspars of which have
a wide range of grain sizes, 2) rocks from nearby bands with different
plagioclase feldspars, 3) rocks from nearby but differently composed
bands with what appear microscopically to be different alkali feldspars,
4) different parts of the same unit that appear to be of different meta
morphic grade, and 5) different "pure" alkali feldspar fractions from
the same handspecimen.
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Fig. 2. Specimen from which samples were taken to check possible relation
ships between grain size and amount of Ab in Or. Numbers correspond to
those on Table 4: l is essentially one large grain of microcline with a few included
relatively large grains of plagioclase and quartz; 2 is similarly constituted
but is intermediate in grain size between no. l and the gneissic host; 3 is an
extremely fine grained band in the gneiss with the size of its feldspar notably
less than that of the feldspars of the gneiss host ("groundmass" on the table).

The method used was that outlined by BARTH (1956, p. 18).1
The determined data, calculated k values, and approximate tempera
tures based on the latest empirically established curves of BARTH
(1956a, Fig. l) are given on T?-ble 4.
None of the determined temperatures exceeds 450° C. Many are
in the range below that considered definable by the method. This is
1 Separatiom were made with the aid of Mrs. Borghild Nilssen of the
Mineralogisk-Geologisk Museum; flame photometer alkali analyses were made
by Miss Kjersti Haugen of Norges Geologiske Undersøkelse. I acknowledge
these aids to the investigation with grateful thanks.
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a consequence of the feldspars' containing lower than the suggested
"plagioclase . . . in the range 10 -30 An and the alkali feldspar in
the range 10-30 Ab" ( BARTH, op. cit., p. 14). Therefore, most of the
data may lack significance even so far as offering checks on the above
listed aspects.
If they do have any significance, the following tentative conclu
sions appear to be in order:

l) The amount of Ab in Or may be related to grain size of the
alkali feldspars (here the relationship suggested is that amount
of Ab in Or varies directly with grain size) - this may reflect
control over incorporation of Ab in the Or grains during formation
or control over subsequent retentivity. However, even JF further
work corroborates this tentative conclusion, the thermometer still
would appear to be useable so long as grain sizes of feldspars are
considered. On the other hand, corroboration of this conclusion
would arrest (or at least make quite suspect) overall condderations
such as those involving temperatures of formation of, for example,
gneisses and spatially associated pegmatites.
2 & 3) Specimens 66, Alt, and 42 gm all occur in dose prox
imity within the banded gneiss and thus probably last had an
equilibrium among Ab, An, and Or attained, if such was attained,
at essentially the same temperature. No. 66 has a plagioclase of
notably different Ab-content than those of nos. Alt and 42 gm;
specimen Alt appears nonperthitic in thinsection whereas speci
mens nos. 42 gm and 66 are perthitic. Despite these apparent dif
ferences all give similar k values (and, of course temperatures).
This would appear to corroborate the original tenct - that the
distribution law is applicable to albite molecule distribution in the
alkali versus plagioclase feldspar phases.
4) Specimens 7 and 8 are from one of the meta-arkose units
indicated on the BuGGE-DIETRICH map (DrETRICH, 1959). Under
the microscope the rock exemplified by specimen no. 7 appears to
be of lower grade than that exemplified by specimen no. 8. This
also appears to agree with the regional relationships. The geother
mometric data as given by the two-feldspar geothermometer appear
to corroborate this relationship, or perhaps it can be said conver
sely that the relationship plus the correlative temperature deter
minations substantiate the usefulness of the geothermometer.
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5) Specimen no. 7 was chosen to check whether or not all
alkali feldspar grains in a given rock have the same Ab :Or mole
cular ratios and also if not, whether or not the specific gravity
separation method used is sufficiently sensitive to separate the
diverse fractions. This rock was chosen because all of its alkali
feldspar grains are essentially the same size and the rock contains
a relatively large proportion of alkali feldspar. It cannot be said, how
ever, that type of aggregation - including tie-up with plagioclase
grains - is such that "pure" grains only were present after grin
ding. The last four fractions appeared upon examination to be pure
alkali feldspar. The last three - 7i, 7ii, and 7iii, listed from last
fraction to third-from-last fraction - were analyzed. As is evident
the Na: K ratios vary just as would be expected if the individual
grains or parts of grains were not all of the same Ab: Or contents
and were separated on the basis of specific gravity, i.e., the greater
the Ab: Or ratio the lighter in weight the feldspar. This may be
the answer. On the other hand, it may be that this merely reflects
lower and lower (below the limit of discernability by examination
methods generally utilized) contamination by the plagioclase feld
spar. Perhaps the reliability (and implications) of these findings
can be checked further by correlating samples so separated with
those merely hand picked, those separated by a combination of
these methods, and those separated by other means - preferably
on a relatively coarse grained rock so the hand-picking plus liquid
separation method can include an intermediate grinding step to
assure breaking of individual grains and perhaps even a o:orting
as to part of grain (e.g., core versus border) and thus also check
whether or not even these are homogeneous as to Ab: Or contents
throughout. In any case, the data appear to show that the gravity
method of separation as used is extremely sensitive.
All of these aspects need further investigation - certainly no
conclusions other than tentative ones can be made on the basis of
so meager data.
So far as the Randesund Area banded gneiss units are concerned,
all temperatures measured are below what are generally considered
to be magmatic temperatures - in fact, all are in the temperature
range generally believed to obtain in the high greenschist-low amphi-
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bolite metamorphic facies, i.e., they center around the temperatures
generally attributed to the epidote-amphibolite facies. This agrees
well with the mineral parageneses of the rocks. The one rock (no. 66)
believed on the basis of field features and texture to represent a layer
the material of which possibly underwent partial anatexis attained
a temperature of at least 435° C according to measurements made.
It possibly attained a higher temperature. However, perhaps the fact
that none of its associated rocks appear to have reached any great
temperature, on the basis of their parageneses or indicated tempera
tures favors the lower temperature possibility. Jf this is true, the
evidenced mobility of this rock material must have been of a plastic
nature.

GENESES
The applicabilities of diverse possible geneses for banded gneisses
to the Randesund Area gneisses are considered in this section according
to the order of the suggested classification.
R e l i c t I g n e o u s. No data support formation of any of the Ran
desund Area banded gneisses as the result of magmatie flow, differentia
tion, or segregation. Quite the contrary, such features as the sizes,
shapes, and compositions (especially the marked layer-to-layer che
mical as well as mineralogical compositional differences) of the bands
do not appear to be even reconcilable with such explanations.
S up ra c r u stal

Stratifi cation.

There are many features the

presence of which support the possibility that the banding of the
Randesund Area banded gneisses reflects supracrustal depositional
layering. Some of these may be reviewed: banding is concordant with
major lithological "breaks"; marble and impure quartzite units
occur within the same sequence as the banded gneisses; features that
appear to be explained best as reflecting scour-and-fill and cross
bedding occur locally; some bands ha ve typically sedimentary com
positions; "heavy minerals" of some bands have clastic grain shapes;
some of these "heavy minerals" constitute relatively high percentages
of certain layers within and essentially parallel to the bands; and,
more than one variety of certain minerals occur within some indivi
dual bands. Fu rth e r sizes and shapes of some bands can be harmonized
,
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Fig. 3. Banded gneiss - southeast side of Herøen; the chiefly relict supra
crustal type gneisses of this locality show evidence of having been modified by
mobilization and local permeation andfor metamorphic differentiation.

logically with a supracrustal origin whereas they cannot be with any
other origin. Actually, on the basis of all known data it appears at
least possible that most of the Randesund Area banded gneisses may
represent essentially isochemically metamorphosed supracrustal rocks.
HO\.vever, it is equally apparent that at least locally some characteris
tics of the presently observable banding also probably mainfest diffe
rential anatexis, chemical metamorphic differentiation, and meta-
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Fig. 4. Close-up of finely banded gneiss - from new highway cuts in central
part of the Randesund area.

somatism. In most cases, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible,
to determine by presently known methods of investigation how much
these processes actually modified the chemistry of the original supra
crustal rocks. Some aspects of these questions are discussed under
their pertinent subheadings of this section.
So far as characteristics of the supracrustal sequence itself - on

the basis of ·all presently known data this sequence appears to have
consisted chiefly of alternating layers of shales, siltstones, and fine
grained sandstones (most of which were impure) with sporadic layers
of dolomitic and/or calcareous modifications. The regularity, relative
thinness, and relatively great lateral continuity of many of the layers
suggest deposition in rather quiet water. No evidence bearing on the
position of the source area has been recognized.
Co m p o s i t e Mi g m a t i z a t i on. As alluded to in this paper mig
matization has as a prerequisite that one of its members solidified
from a magma. (This delimits the rocks termed "migmatites" by some
workers which were formed chiefly by metasomatic processes - the
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Fig. 5. Banded gneiss - from island directly south of Randøy; the chiefly
Relict supracrustal type gneisses of this locality show evidence of having been
modified by migmitization, probably dependent on differential anatexis and
relatively local movements of the so mobilized material.

applicability of such permeation processes to the origin of the gneisses
is considered under the succeeding subheading.) It also is considered
that the magmatic part of a migmatite can be injected or can arise
essentially in situ as the result of complete or partial anatexis.
Some of the bands of the Randesund area banded gneisses appear
to have been relatively mobile at some time during their history.
Compositions and textures of the rocks that appear most likely to
have been magmatically mobile are ambiguous. As a result of geo
thermometric studies thus far completed one of the bands that
appeared to have once had mobility was found to have once reached
a temperature of at least 430° C. This certainly would not generally
be considered to be within a :nagmatic temperature range. The local
presence of ptygmas, if formed according to the development in a
passive host hypotheses (Dn::TRICH, 1959b), suggests, however, that
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the conditions once were such that at least some granitic composition
hands may have been magmatic, i.e., at least potentially mobile
because of the presence of a silicate melt phase. If regional structural
interpretations given in this report are essentially correct, that rocks
similar to those of the granitic Telemark Province possibly exist
beneath the banded gneisses may be considered as permissively corro
borative. Shapes, sizes, and compositions of the hands that possibly
were magmatic at some stage in their histories essentially require
that, if they ever were magmatic, the magma was not injected from
without but arose essentially in situ, i.e., where (and if) any parts of
these gneisses may be considered as migmatites they are of the diffe
rential melting type and not of the injection type. Although it may
very well be that the evidenced mobility merely reflects former plasti
city it also may manifest anatexis.
Co mpo s i t e P e r m e a t i o n. Pyrite that occurs as joint surface
coatings; quartz, epidote, and other minerals that occur in veins;
and, the feldspar of the "dents de cheval" which have compositions
different from those of the feldspars in the surrounding rocks probably
owe their existence to some permeation process. The feldspars of rocks
in which the compositions of the "dents de cheval" and the surrounc
ing material are essentially identical also possibly represent the results
of permeations. And, if this is the correct interpretation, perhaps
some feldspar-rich hands with no "dents de cheval" also were feld
spathized as the result of permeation processes. But, it also appears
at least possible that at least both of these last two features may

represent merely essentially in situ redistribution and recrystalliza
tion. This remains a moot question. However, the lack of any feld
spars in many hands, the general concentration of "dents de cheval"
along certain zones, the preferential orientation and alignment of at
least some of these relatively large feldspar grains, the local asso
ciation with metamict yttrium-rich allanite, and that although some
of the "dents de cheval" type feldspars do have the same composition
as the feldspars of the surrounding rock others do not have are all
facts that seem to fit best the conclusion that there has been at
least local feldspathization (or perhaps only differential potassium
enrichment). However, it also can be concluded on the basis of these
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Fig. 6. Banded gneiss - from near south end of point on west side of Fidje
kilen Fjord; the chiefly Relict supracrustal type banded gneisses of this locality
show evidence of having been modified by permeation processes andfor meta
morphic differentiation with resultant formation of numerous feldspar "dents
de cheval".
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Fig. 7. Close-up of one of the "dents de cheval" as shown in. Fig. 6.

data that, in the true sense of the word, there has been no overall
feldspathization. Further, it is quite apparent that formation of the
banding of the gneisses cannot be ascribed to permeation processes at most, such processes locally accentuated preexisting banding.
Met a m o r p h i c Di f f e r e n t i a t i o n. Considerations of possible re
lationships between chiefly chemical and chiefly mechanical meta

morphic differentiation give rise to numerous questions concerning
probably one of the least known of all geological domains - possible
conditions and processes of metamorphism. In fact, it appears that
until we know more about effects upon such processes as ionic and
molecular diffusion and recrystallization of original composition both mineral-constituentwise and aggregationwise, of temperatures,
and of both hydrostatic and differential pressures that "conclusions"
made as the results of genetic considerations like those made in
conjunction with this investigation about metamorphic differentiation
as a possible mechanism for formation of banded gneisses must be
strictly tentative.
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Fig. 8. Banded gneiss - from central part of west side of Fidjekilen Fjord;
the chiefly Relict supracrustal type banded gneisses of this locality show evi
dence of having been modified by metamorphic differentiation.

Some of the banded gneisses of the Randesund Area are marked
by features that may manifest metamorphic differentiation processes.
Four may be reviewed: l) locally a few chiefly quartz and microcline
bands have selvages of nearly pure biotite; 2) some feldspar "dents
de cheval" are of the same composition as the feldspar of the sur
rounding rocks; 3) loeally bands with cataclastic fabrics occur between
bands within which there are no evidences for cataclasis; and, 4)
some layers are marked by a foliation (cleavage ? !) at an angle to the
general banding.
The biotite-rich selvages may reflect original sedimentation-cycle
compositional differences or they may manifest some metamorphic
differentiation or metasomatic process(es). The feature appears to me
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to represent depletion from the central bands and concentration of
the depleted materials to form the selvages

(i.e.,

they are "basic

behinds"). Perhaps the selvages are "basic fronts" formed because
of additions to the central bands

( ?)

- in which case they proba bly

would be considered to be results (indirect) of the permeations re
sponsible for the additions to the central bands. Perhaps they repre
sent more local redistributions dependent upon chemical gradients
set up as the result of something such as dilatency or some other
differential interlayer movements

( ?)

- in which case they probably

would be considered to represent metamorphic differentiation.
The "dents de cheval" also might represent either metasomatism
or metamorphic differentiation. The fact is, as already mentioned,
these processes are probably extremely dose akin with their chief
differences being distances moved by the involved materials.
The differential cataclasis might be considered by some to repre
sent a sort of mechanical metamorphic differentiation - however, a
more likely explanation appears to be that it represents deformation
controlled by pre-deformation lithologies,
shearing

certain

lithologies

are

i.e.,

deformed

under conditions of

chiefly

cataclastically

whereas others are essentially unaffected or changed chiefly by re
crystallization.
The cleavage at an angle to banding within some of the bands also
probably reflects only especially well-defined reactions of certain
lithologies to deformation movements.
So far as formation of the overall banding of the Randesund Area

gneisses, many of the observaule features of the gneisses appear to
be out of harmony with and some essentially preclude the possibility
that the banding could have been formed as the result of any meta
morphic differentiation prosess(es). Consider, for examples, the areal
distribution of the gneisses and the sizes, shapes, and compositions
of the bands.
It appears that at most metamorphic differentiation may have
locally modified the banding of the Randesund Area gneisses.
SUM MARY

In the field the banded gneisses of the Randesund Area can be
seen to belong to the same sequence as relatively large units of meta
arkoses and small lenticular masses of impure marbles of undeniably
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supracrustal ongm. The banding of the gneisses is concordant to
major lithological contacts. Petrographically the bands are of such
diverse compositions as nearly pure quartzite, gneissic arkosic quart
zite, epidote-quartz gneisses, two mica schists, amphibole-rich gneiss,
and amphibolite. Both the parageneses and chemical makeups of the
units appear possibly to reflect originally supracrustal formation
compositions. Trace element analyses of some of the amphibole-rich
foliate units appear also to represent original sedimentary formations.
Geothermometric studies appear to reflect last attainment of equili
brium among Ab, An, and Or feldspar molecules as having occurred
at temperatures generally correlated with the high greenschist-to
low amphibolite facies conditions. These and other data appear to
support best an eclectic origin for the banded gneisses of the area:
control by regional supracrustal stratification over presently observ
able banding, essentiaEy isochemical metamorphism, local chemical
metamorphic differentiation, local differential cataclc:.sis, local form
ation of features best explained as the results of spatially restricted
and/or possibly long distance movement of K20 (or even of all K
feldspar constituents), and local plastic flowage and/or m<lgmatic
flowage in accompaniment to partial anatexis.
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